
Best In Class
Home
Renovators.
Taa Project Management Services, recognizes
the importance of a stunning home, and the
role it plays on our happiness and wellbeing,
which is why we work tirelessly to achieve the
highest standards for our clients.

***We Are Devoted To Constructing
Incomparable Living Spaces.



About Us:
Taa Project Management Services has fully managed to accomplish innumerable
remodels and home upgrades within Dubai the United Arab Emirates. Our awareness
and assurance are both exclusively based on you, the customer. Your joy is what is
most important to us, and is the main impetus that assists us with making and revamp
the most staggering spaces. 
With your vision and our mastery, you can be certain that your home remodel will
catch your heart. 
In case you are searching for home upgrades in Dubai then, at that point Taali
International is your chief decision. In addition to the fact that we cover full house
redesigns and space transformations, we likewise fit in pristine kitchens and
washrooms.



***Best In Class Home Renovators



How We Work?
FAIR EVALUATION: We generally charge all our customers fairly as should be, as we do realize how
baffling it is when something has been ignored in the statement, just so a project worker can carry out the
job. It's not the manner in which we work. We incorporate each and every expense in our gauge so their are
no unforeseen additional items. 

FLEXIBILITY: We are prepared to take on projects at any stage. Regardless of whether you're simply
beginning and need somebody to rejuvenate your thought, or you have a designer and drawings yet you
simply need somebody to fabricate it appropriately, we will adjust to your necessities, not the opposite way
around.

BESPOKE PLANNING: We make it our need to assist you with spotting possible drawbacks before we
even beginning carrying out the job, which means you get a reasonable quotation and your venture is
conveyed to the best, on schedule, in a financial plan with negligible pressure!



"We are focused on
maintaining our most loved
qualities in each venture and
errand we take on. Our teams
are consistently glad to hear
your views about your task,

either on the telephone or face
to face. On the off chance that

you'd prefer to know more,
kindly organize a free of charge

no commitment site visit,
meeting you".



Spray Painting is an incredible affordable
approach to rapidly change a kitchen.
Regardless of whether it be outdated or you
need a fast tidy up paint spraying is speedy
and efficient. 

You can have a brand new look to your
whole kitchen or furniture for a fraction of
the cost by having the kitchen cabinet doors
or furniture revamped in any color you like!

Kitchen Spraying:



Bedroom Renovations:

The bedroom is a special place where
you let your head take rest each night,

so it's vital it has every one of the
conditions to cause you to feel

tranquil, calm and content. 
This incorporates all tiling, renovating,

paintwork and lighting expected to
make the right mood for all times.

 
 
 



Kitchen Renovations:
We are specialists in making

delightfully planned kitchen spaces
with smooth completions to

supplement the interior of your home,
while additionally working on the

usefulness and straightforward entry
to the entirety of your kitchen

appliances. The size and style of a
kitchen has a huge bearing on the

worth of a property.
 
 



Bathroom Renovations:
Their is a developing pattern to join
current plans into modern looking

washrooms, and we can assist you with
accomplishing this sort of

configuration, just as the more
customary styles. Regardless of whether

you are hoping to add an ensuite
washroom or basically give your

restroom a fresher look with more
space, we will actually want to get it

going.



Painting & Decorating:

Taa Project Management Services can
embrace any work of art and enriching
decorating projects within the entire
Dubai, and can take into account any
style or plan that you might require.

Our team consists of the most talented
expert painters in the United Arab
Emirates, having worked at endless

interior designing projects.
 
 



Carpentry Services:
At Taa Project Management Services

we highly esteem the nature of our
workmanship and the clean and

productive manner by which we do
the work. This is clear by the tributes
we get and the recommendations that

clients pass on for us. That is the
reason we are prescribed to

companions, family  and organizations
the same. 

 
 



Land Scaping Services:
Taa Project Management Services spend
significant time in garden landscaping,

residential groundwork’s, fencing,
driveway and outside spaces utilizing

quality items, including natural stone. At
the point when set in the garden, our
porch establishments offer the best

assembling point for loved ones on those
apathetic radiant days and some place to

unwind of an evening. 



info@taaliinternational.com
 

www.taaliinternational.com
 

+971561478951
Burj Khalifa

Boulevard Street,
Business Bay, Opal

Tower

For Quotes
Kindly Feel Free
To Contact Us
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